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introduction
The atmospheres of planets can be simulated at HUMILAB
with respect to humidity, pressure, gas composition, insolation
(VIS, UV), and in the diurnal variation of these (and if required,
other) planet- and Mars-relevant parameters. This complex
experiment set is of a modular structure, and it can be adapted
to specific and extreme conditions.
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controlling the main environmental influences is a key role in martian simulation

HUMILAB CLIMATE SIMULATION LABORATORY
Examples of applications of Mars-Simulations:
-sorption isotherms of relevant soil minerals
-water activity determinations
-water bearing capacity of relevant soil minerals
-mechanical properties, chemical processes
-long-term survival of organisms under martian conditions
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Example: martian atmosphere
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lab schematic for simple biological purposes

Technical Solution
Before we go to mars, we have to know what happens on earth.
Thats why we also use free air as a cheap crude material. But as
the earth is called the blue planet, the environmental air is too wet.
Therefore we need to dry them down by using phyiscal, chemical
or other established drying principles.
(Pre-) Air Dryer section

every gas component is plugable, and nearly every is possible !
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We also have enough capabilites to plug high performance industrial sensors via
different interfaces and protocolls through our special developed data acquistion
hard- and software directly to the internet. So every Customer or person inside the
network can directly look into our laboratory (with user specified accessing
capaibilites) and take part just in time with the currently running experiment.

use your own established measurement hardware !
gas mixing system in biological mission
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Our special developed gas mixing system allows us to stick the environmental gas components together like in a construction kit. There are capabilities to plug five gas
components together. We not only produce the percentage parts of the components, we also regulate the humidity content down to several ppm. So we have the exact
environment with defined humidity as an important simulation parameter. Three outputs are available with flow rates between 50 and a half liter per hour.
Controlling this device
is simply done with special
software via PC.
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faith question: Is my gas deliverer free from water ?
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Controlling humidity is a key-task
in view of physical, chemical,
biological, and other
lab-simulations!

supplies the dlr with industrial know-how
and own-developed device solutions as
used as key role devices within this loboratory
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